EBE 65

Secco Sistemi è un marchio italiano leader
nella produzione di sistemi per serramenti
e facciate in acciaio zincato, acciaio inox,
acciaio corten e ottone.
Ogni anno, 2 milioni di metri lineari di barre
profilate per 200.000 porte e finestre
prodotte annualmente.
60 anni d’esperienza e di impegno costante
dedicato all’alta qualità e all’innovazione
del prodotto.

EBE 65 | abstract from the general catalogue

Secco Sistemi is an Italian trademark leader
in the production of systems for doors,
windows and facades in galvanized steel,
stainless steel corten steel and brass.
Every year, 2 million linear metres
of profile bars are used to produce
200.000 doors and windows.
Secco Sistemi boasts 60 years
of experience and constant commitment
dedicated to achieve high quality
and innovation for their products.

EBE 65
Doors and windows have a very complex
role: on one hand they define the design
of a building, on the other they separate
the internal and external environment.
In line with sustainable architecture

the technological
answer to the ever
demanding building
performance
requirements: safety,
energy saving,
maximum comfort,
low maintenance costs

requirements, they have to guarantee
the highest standards of energy saving,
maximum comfort, acoustic performance,
maximum resistance to weather agents,
active and passive safety and low
maintenance costs.
EBE 65 is the technological answer by
Secco Sistemi to the ever demanding building
performance requirements. The innovative
technological solution, known as “thermal
break” that is made of polyamide and
polyurethane, allows for highly structural
profiles with low visual impact. Moreover,
the four materials used – galvanized steel,
stainless steel, corten steel and brass –
can be combined to taste for the internal
and external part of the profile.
EBE 65 system meets the most demanding
requirements while offering, at the same
time, different design solutions. This is
possible thanks to its performance features,
its wide choice of opening systems and its
complete set of system accessorieses.

areas of application
• doors
• windows
• lift and slide
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windows
and doors with
thermal break
facade
and cladding
safe and fireproof
windows
and doors
steel
windows
and doors

glazing bead

fitting groove for glazing
up to 48 mm thick

fitting groove
for hardware

flush on the exterior and
rebated on the interior

frame with weep system
and triple gasket

structural thermal break
in polyammide and
polyurethane
corten steel version
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EBE 65
Centre for Contemporary Art in Punta della Dogana | Venice

At the time of the Republic
of Venice, Punta della
Dogana (the Custom) was
used as a salt storage
area. Later, the use of the
warehouse was extended
to a complete different set
of commercial activities.
In the 17th century, thanks
to its strategic location,
it was turned into the
mercantile custom.
The building, designed
by Architect Benoni, has
a triangular shape and its
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crowned by a tower topped
by a bronze sphere held
by two statues of Atlas:
it represents the world
on which sits a statue of
Fortune acting as a wind
marker and, symbolically,
representing the fickleness
of luck itself. In 2009,
significant restoration
works have turned the
old Custom building into
an important centre for
contemporary art wanted
by Pinault Foundation.

windows
and doors with
thermal break
facade
and cladding
safe and fireproof
windows
and doors
steel
windows
and doors

The designer has kept
the existing layout of the
building and removed
only late restructuring,
designing instead a
more simple and rational
structure. The beautiful
external walls, made of
stone, have been carefully
kept and only the wooden
window frames have been
replaced with EBE 65
window frames in painted
galvanized steel with
thermal brake. These are

the perfect solution for
the big glass doors on the
ground floor and the archshaped ones on the upper
floor. Some of these doors
are fixed, some can be
opened. The use of EBE 65
door and window frames
make the space brighter
and guarantee a perfect
acoustic and thermal
insulation, all these being
vital features for a building
that is visited daily by a
large crowd.
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EBE 65 window
system and performance

size and variations

reduced lower / lateral section** | frame section 74mm

EBE 65 window is an integrated system with accessorieses, seals and thermal break
profiles 65 or 73,5mm deep allowing for a wide range of windows, rectangular, shaped
or curved. They can be equipped with insulating glass up to 48 mm thick.
Each solution is equipped with a related set of accessorieses (also concealed)
integrated in the system.
lower / lateral section* | frame section 85mm

reduced central section** | frame section 85mm

The sealing of the window frames is guaranteed by a three-level sealing weep system.
The performance of EBE 65 thermally insulated system has been tested by the best
European certifying labs under the reference standard EN 14351-1.

double-sash window central section* | frame section 145mm

wind resistance - test pressure

5

wind resistance - frame bending

C

water tightness

9A

acoustic performance (with Rw per IGU 45 dB)

47 (-2;-5) dB *

thermal transmittance (with Ug glass 1.0 W/m2K)

1,16 W/m2K **

air permeability

4

break-in resistance

(WK)3

ref: single-sash stainless steel 1230X1480mm window | ** calculation ref. EN ISO 10077/1
*ref: single-sash galvanized steel 1230X1480mm window
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EBE 65 window is rebated
on the interior and flush on
the exterior. The standard
solution has a 85 mm
lateral frame section.
A solution with 74mm
lateral frame section
and 85mm central section
profiles is available for
two-sash.
*solution for single or
double-sash window –
max weight 130 Kg
**solution for double sash
window – max weight 70 Kg

glazing bead

handles

hinges

galvanized steel

rectangular

DK stainless steel 5056
h.135 | d.20 mm

AR standard
h.85 | d.15 mm

stainless steel

gotic

DK “vitruvio medium”
cut round
h.116 | d.15 mm

AR stainless steel
h.85 | d.15 mm

corten steel

thin

DK “vitruvio medium”
sphere round
h.116 | d.15 mm

AR concealed

main type

steel
windows
and doors

safe and fireproof
windows
and doors

facade
and cladding

windows
and doors with
thermal break

materials

DK “vitruvio medium”
cut square
h.116 | l.15 mm

brass

EBE 65 Is available in
galvanized steel – in a
wide range of colours and
superficial finishes – in
AISI 304 brushed stainless
steel, in AISI 316L polished
or Scotch-Brite stainless
steel, corten steel and in
brass (OT67 copper alloy).

Rectangular, gothic, thin
(L shaped): the wide range
of glazing beads allows
for different internal
frame look according to
architectural needs.

The DK “vitruvio” handles
are available in paintable
raw brass, burnished
brass, chrome polished
brass and polished brass.
Medium square model is
provided also in corten
steel. The system allows
for different handles
to be fitted, picture 7.

Standard three-wing
hinges are adjustable and
supplied in galvanized
steel with “e-look” finish
and coloured plastic cover.
Stainless steel hinges
are available in polished,
Scotch-Brite or burnished
finishing.

Custom solutions are
available in co-operation
with Secco Sistemi
technical office.
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EBE 65
Franciscan Cloisters in Ravenna

The reopening of the
Monumental Complex of
the Franciscan cloisters
in Ravenna, located very
close to Dante’s Tomb,
provides the city with an
exclusive area dedicated
to the public: after the
restoration work, in
fact, it will soon host
the Historical Archives
and the Library of Cassa
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di Risparmio, a 70-seat
conference room and a
multifunctional room,
as well as the historical
Dante’s Museum, the
Library of the Dantesque
Centre and Enzo Bettiza’s
book collection, which
includes volumes of
Northern European and
Balkan literature and
philosophy.

windows
and doors with
thermal break
facade
and cladding
safe and fireproof
windows
and doors
steel
windows
and doors

The project has
been developed by
an architecture firm
in Ravenna and the
complicated restoration
work has lasted for 3
years. The choice of the
material and the shape of
the doors and windows
have been carefully
evaluated in order to
guarantee the best
possible harmonisation
with the building fronts.
One of the prerogatives
of the design was, in
fact, to join the need for

functional performance to
the need for minimal visual
space that would fit with
the current architectural
context.
For these reasons, corten
EBE 65 profiles have been
used for the the windows
of the upper loggias in
both courtyards, which
are divided by columns
made of Istrian stone
with Doric capitals.
The same profiles were
also used for the doors
and internal partitions
on the ground level.
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EBE 65 door
system and performance

size and variations

reduced lateral section | frame section 109mm
solution for butt and weld-on hinges

EBE 65 door is an integrated system with accessorieses, seals and thermal break
profiles 65 mm deep allowing for a wide range of windows, rectangular, shaped
or curved. They can be equipped with triple glazing up to 40 mm thick.

lateral section | frame section 134mm
solution for three-wing and concealed hinges

central section | frame section 156 mm

The sealing of the door frames is guaranteed by a three-side rebate double seal
system and an automatic retractable seal.
Each solution is equipped with a related set of accessorieses (also concealed)
integrated in the system.
The performance of EBE 65 thermally insulated system has been tested by the best
European certifying labs under the reference standard EN 14351-1.
normal and reduced bottom rail | frame section 69 and 94mm
wind resistance - test pressure

4

wind resistance - frame bending

C

water tightness

2A

acoustic performance (with Rw per IGU 42 dB)

42 (-1;-3) dB *

thermal transmittance (with Ug glass 1.0 W/m2K)

1,57 W/m2K **

air permeability

3

break-in resistance

(WK)3

ref: two-leaf galvanized steel 2400x2400 mm door | ** calculation ref. EN ISO 10077/1
*ref: single-leaf galvanized steel 900X2235 mm door
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EBE 65 is an interior and
exterior flush door.
The solution with butt
or weld-on hinge has a
109mm lateral frame
section.
By using three-wing
or concealed hinges,
the lateral face section
becomes 134 mm.

glazing bead

handles

hinges

galvanized steel

rectangular

stainless steel 5002
h.150 | d.20 mm

weld-on
h.145 | d.20 mm

stainless steel

gotic

“vitruvio medium”
cut round
h.116 | d.15 mm

three-wing flush
h.130 | d.20 mm

corten steel

thin

“vitruvio medium ”
sphere round
h.116 | d.15 mm

three-wing butt hinge
h.160 | d.22,5 mm

“vitruvio medium”
cut square
h.116 | l.15 mm

concealed

The “vitruvio” handles are
available in paintable raw
brass, burnished brass,
chrome polished brass and
polished brass. Medium
square model is provided
also in corten steel. The
system allows for different
handles to be fitted.

Weld-on hinges are in
galvanized and stainless
steel. Three-wing hinges
are adjustable and are
supplied in galvanized
steel, stainless steel,
burnished stainless steel.
A three-wing hinge is
provided also in corten
steel.

main type

steel
windows
and doors

safe and fireproof
windows
and doors

facade
and cladding

windows
and doors with
thermal break

materials

brass

EBE 65 Is available in
galvanized steel – in a
wide range of colours and
superficial finishes – in
AISI 304 brushed stainless
steel, in AISI 316L polished
or Scotch-Brite stainless
steel, corten steel and in
brass (OT67 copper alloy).

Rectangular, gothic, thin
(L shaped): the wide range
of glazing beads allows
for different internal
frame look according to
architectural needs.

All models can be made to
open inward or outward.
Custom solutions are
available in co-operation
with Secco Sistemi
technical office.
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EBE 65
Archeological Museum, former SS Salvatore Monastery | Noto (SR)

The corner formed by the
church of San Francesco
dell’Immacolata and the
south-east side of the
former SS. Salvatore
Monastery is one of the
most striking spots in
the Sicilian city, capital
of the old district “Noto
Valley”, which wsa declared
UNESCO World Heritage
Site for its typical Baroque
style. It’s believed that
its origins date back
to mid 18 th century
and its construction is
attributed to Gagliardi’s
60

school, one of the most
representative Architects
in the reconstruction
of Noto during the 18 th
century. The facade of the
monastery stretches with
two orders of pilasters
and it’s characterised by
bulging grates made of
wrought iron and by a
multi-storey tower with
overlying lodges.
The complex now hosts an
important multipurpose
Archeological Museum with
a vocation for innovation.

windows
and doors with
thermal break
facade
and cladding
safe and fireproof
windows
and doors
steel
windows
and doors

The recent restoration has
focused on an accurate
structural consolidation
and on a specialised
restoration of the stone
elements and of the
original plasters, while
paying careful attention
to meet the need for
architectural and structural
conservation with the
historical and artistic value
of the monument.
Door and window frames
have been realised with
EBE 65 system in burnished

brass, particularly suited
for a monumental building
requiring the use of
“natural” material such as,
that is, burnished brass.
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EBE 65 lift and slide doors
system and performance

size and variations

reduced central section | frame section 69mm

EBE 65 lift and slide doors is an integrated system with accessorieses, seals and
thermal break profiles 65 mm deep. This allows for lift and slide door and window
frames with one to four wings of big dimensions and weight (up to 400 Kgs.).
They can be equipped with triple glazing up to 40 mm thick. The sealing of the lift
and slide frame is guaranteed by a four-side double seal system.
Each solution is equipped with a related set of concealing accessorieses integrated in
the system. The performance of EBE 65 lift and slide doors thermally insulated sliding
system has been tested by the best European certifying labs under the reference
standard EN 14351-1.

standard central section| frame section 94mm

floor rail with threshold | h 8 mm

floor rail with integrated threshold | h 20mm
wind resistance - test pressure

3

wind resistance - frame bending

C

water tightness

1A

trasmittanza termica (with Ug glass 1,0 W/m2K)

1,67 W/m2K*

air permeability

4

break-in resistance

(WK)2

ref: two-leaf galvanized steel lift and slide door 3000X2400mm
*calculation ref. EN ISO 10077/1
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EBE 65 lift and slide doors
is available with 69 or
94 mm frame sections.
There are two solutions
available for the
threshold: with floor guide
track or with guide track
integrated in the frame
with a drainage system.

glazing bead

handles

accessories

galvanized steel

rectangular

stainless steel handle
for lift and slide doors
h.280 | d.20 mm

Integrated automated
system for lift
and slide doors

stainless steel

gotic

corten steel

thin

The system allows
for different handles
to be fitted.

Integrated automated
system for lift and slide
doors.
The integrated
automated system for
sliding doors can be fitted
with door-leaves up to
400 kgs heavy.

main type

steel
windows
and doors

safe and fireproof
windows
and doors

facade
and cladding

windows
and doors with
thermal break

materials

brass

EBE 65 Is available in
galvanized steel – in a
wide range of colours and
superficial finishes – in
AISI 304 brushed stainless
steel, in AISI 316L polished
or Scotch-Brite stainless
steel, corten steel and in
brass (OT67 copper alloy).

Rectangular, gothic, thin
(L shaped): the wide range
of glazing beads allows
for different internal
frame look according to
architectural needs.

Single or two-leaf lift and
slide doors can be realised
with or without.
Custom solutions are
available in co-operation
with Secco Sistemi
technical office.
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EBE 65
Le Vedute Residence | Orciano Pisano (PI)

This village is set on
the hills near Pisa, few
kilometres away from
the sea and set in a
breathtaking landscape,
characterised by
natural terraces with
isolated houses, rows
of cypresses, groups
of pine-trees and traced
by the white tracks
of the dirt roads.
In this delicate and
unique landscape,
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the designers had a
challenging time in
building a residential
complex of 14 villas.
The result, however,
was positive: the houses
are almost set in the folds
of the ground, which
is traced with ditches
and walls made of dry
stone, and the landscape
literally bursts into
the houses through
their big glass walls.

windows
and doors with
thermal break
facade
and cladding
safe and fireproof
windows
and doors
steel
windows
and doors

The sturdiness of the
EBE 65 profiles in painted
steel and their low
volume have allowed
for big sliding windows.
These have created a
division between indoor
and outdoor without
interfering with the

view on the beautiful
surrounding landscape.
The use of steel,
moreover, has allowed
for lower maintenance
costs while guaranteeing
the required safety
standards.
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designing
together
the Secco Sistemi
team works with
the designer,
with enthusiasm
and competence,
looking for
the right solution.
Its work is our
main strength

– alongside those who design
to shape solutions that are
customised and tailored;
– alongside those who design
to support the development
of the technical-operational
process and the cost estimates
– alongside those who design
to provide consultancy
and constant update
on the current regulations
– alongside those who design
to identify the most suitable
window and door frames provider
to carry out the project
– alongside those who design
to assist to the entire project
development and final work,
from the manufacturing
to the final set-up
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EBE 65
profiles

main sections

P.1001

P.1002

P.1003

65

4

4

3

5

4

65

2

65

65

1

94

72

P.1011

72

P.1012

P.1013

65

65

65

2

1

134

109
94

72

P.1022

1. internal and external flush

72

P.1023

P.1005

65

3. eurogroove for accessorieses

65

65

2. double rebate seal

4. structural thermal break in polyammide and polyurethane
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5. fitting groove for glazing up to 40 mm thick

P.1025

65

94

72

P.1202

65

65

94

P.1203

65

P.1201

94

P.1035

65

65

P.1015

57

5

69

47
4

85

1

P.1211

47

P.1212

P.1213

3

6

2

4

65

65

2

65

2

69

47

1

P.1205

47

P.1220

P.1233

73.5

65

65

65

1. flush on the exterior and rebated on the interior
69

2. frame with weep system and triple gasket
3. wood/pvc fitting groove for hardware

P.1242

25

48

P.1243

73.5

5. fitting groove for glazing up to 48 mm thick

73.5

4. structural thermal break in polyammide and polyurethane

6. section with reduced size
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148

37

vertical section

horizontal section

73.5
85

85

65

85

73.5

85

74

74

65

74

65

156

134

94

65

109

98

98

65

95

170

65

69

170
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minimal size

thermal
insulation

anti break-in
safety

water
tightness

air
permeability

wind
resistance

fire
resistant
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security

sistemacciaio

blindacciaio

AF

infinities HT

termica UP

termica

ML

EBE 85

EBE 65

OS2

products comparison:
performance, heat flow,
safety and face dimension

security

sistemacciaio

blindacciaio

AF

infinities HT

termica UP

termica

ML

EBE 85

EBE 65

OS2

products comparison:
design options

galvanized steel
stainless steel
corten steel
brass

flush door/window
rebated door/window
concealed sashes

concealed hinges
for windows
concealed hinges
for doors
concealed door
closer
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Secco Sistemi spa
via Terraglio 195
31022 Preganziol TV - Italy
tel. +39 0422 497700
fax +39 0422 497705
info@seccosistemi.it
www.seccosistemi.it

